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Version   1.08-a1 
 

Purpose 
Get A LOT more done IN LESS TIME and with less effort. To learn how to mastermind                 
together to form Profitable Partnerships which helps us all to get A LOT more done,               
earn more money, do it in less time, with less effort, with less stress and have greater                 
balance   in   every   area   of   our   lives. 
 
Foundation 
We would like to thank The Vision Project for all the connections to so              
many amazing people. We would also like to thank Mark Boersma           
for inspiring us through his white paper “The Secret About Time” and            
the ten videos he did. The 30 day challenge has changed our lives             
and we are starting to see more free time than we have ever             
dreamed of. Now that we have all this extra time we now want to              
focus   on   “QUALITY”   of   all   our   our   time   so   we’ll   call   it   “BANDWIDTH.” 
 

We would all encourage you to take 15 minutes and read the white             
paper and then take ten minutes a day, first thing it the morning and go through The 30                  
Day Challenge. Most of us say “I don’t have enough time” . . . or . . . “I’m too busy.” but                      
then we won’t take 10 minutes a day for 30 days to gain 20 hours of free time . . . every                      
week   .   .   .   forever.  
 
         -   White   Paper   -    www.TheVisionProject.net/SecretAboutTime.htm 
         -   10   Videos   -    www.TheVisionProject.net/30day.htm 
 
Have   you   ever   felt   you   weren’t   achieving   your   full   potential?  
 
Would   you   like   to   get   more   done   with   every   minute   of   every   day? 
 
If you could get more done, every day, (more bandwidth) do you            
believe   you   would   earn   a   lot   more   money   while   working   less   hours?  
 
Have you ever thought that you had so much more inside of you but              
were not sure how to tap in and leverage all your energy and the              
energy   of   those   around   you   to   achieve   your   full   potential?  
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In the 10 videos, you will experience ten Natural Laws. Natural Laws are the laws               
which govern the universe, and those who learn these natural laws will see wealth.              
Wealth in abundance of what we call the 5 T’s - Time - Talents - Treasure - Trust and                   
Truth. Those who are rich in every area of their life are wealthy because they know and                 
follow the natural laws. Those who don’t will not see wealth. It’s actually pretty easy to                
understand!  
 
The following 15 Natural Laws / Ways of Thinking have helped us, those around us and                
those we have never even met to see greater success. If you apply these 15 things in                 
your   life,   you   will   see   an   abundance   of   wealth   in   every   area   you   value   as   well. 
 
Don’t forget to  Pay It  FORWARD , as well in directing others to the following website.               
When individuals register through this website for this white paper, they will not only              
receive this white paper but will enter into a world of mastermind groups and amazing               
people who will continue to share insights and wisdom to see amazing success / wealth               
in   every   area   of   one’s   life.       www.TheVisionProject.net/UnlimitedBandwidth.htm 
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1.   Leverage   The   5   T’s   /   Experience/Life   Base   On   Others 
 
Think about it . . . If we plant an apple seed in the right               
ground, at the right time, nurture it in the right way, what            
will happen? It will grow and it will produce more          
apples. If we do this a whole bunch of times in a            
disciplined manner, what will happen? We will then        
have   an   apple   orchard   .   .   .   or   in   our   lives   a   legacy. 
 

The challenge with most of us is that we don’t really           
think about leaving a legacy until late in our lives, which           
is really a shame as the sooner we think about it, the            
greater our legacy will be. What’s interesting about        
leaving a legacy is that we are thinking about others          
rather than ourselves . . . and that’s always a great           
place   to   be   to   gain   the   ultimate   success   in   life. 
 

The 5 T’s with a bonus T help us to understand that everything we have in every area of our                    
lives are truly a gift and if we are good stewards of the gifts we are given and the gifts that                     
others   have,   we   will   be   given   more   in   each   of   the   five/six   areas.  
 

Time - If we are wise with how we invest our time we will be given more time. If                   
we are really good stewards of our time and that of others we will then become a                 
leader. If we are great in leadership we will then gain the time from others and                
steward that time and others will then give of their time to help us fulfill our Life                 
Vision. This is how we can gain not only unlimited time but also bandwidth.              
Think about it . . . “If others are investing their time into something we’re involved                
in / with, then we both gain the mutual benefit of one another and an unlimited amount of time.                   
www.TheVisionProject.net/SecretAboutTime.htm 
 

Talents - Talents are the gifts, skills, expertise that we have. If we treat ours and others talents                  
well we will then have whole groups of people working together for the mutual benefit of                
everyone   in   the   group. 
 

Treasure - This is all our financial and material wealth / resources. If we consume all the seed                  
or our financial / material resources we have nothing to plant for the next season and we                 
become   poor.      If   we   invest   into   the   right   things,   we   gain   financial   wealth. 
 

Trust - Do you desire more and better relationships? Trust is the relationships we have. If we                 
are wise stewards of the relationships we have we will increase both the quantity and quality, i.e.                 
the   bandwidth   we   have   in   every   relationship. 
 

Truth - Do you value wisdom? Do you value personal growth? Do you ever get defensive                
when someone shares “hard truths” with you? Do you ever question people’s motives? Truth is               
Truth and in reality one’s motives do not change what Truth is. If we embrace the Truth, even                  
when   it   really   hurts,   we   will   grow   and   see   amazing   success   in   all   areas   of   life. 
 

Temple - If we are good stewards of what we eat, our exercise, our mind, soul, and Spirit we will                    
see   an   abundance   of   life   and   a   long   happy   and   healthy   life.  
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2.   Profitable   Partnerships 
 

Tom Kunz, past President of the largest real estate company in the            
world, loves what Napoleon Hill shares in  “Whatever the MIND can           
CONCEIVE and BELIEVE it can ACHIEVE.” Tom points out properly          
that   this   does   not   mean   we   will   do   it   on   our   own. 
 
 

Zig   Ziglar   says,  
“You   will   get   all   you   want   in   life,   if   you   help   enough   other   people   get   what   they   want.” 
 
Step   1:   SEE   -   Learn   how   to   be   an   amazing   partner   .   .   .  
Imagine being able to reproduce yourself many times        
over . . . but better! When we learn to be a great partner              
(steward of the 5 T’s of others), then we gain access to            
their entire network of individuals they have invested a         
lifetime   building.  
         -    www.TheVisionProject.net/ProfitablePartnershipsWIN.htm 
 
Step   2:   DO   -   Engage   five   other   individuals 
We have so many fears that hold us back. Just go up            
and ask someone if they would be interested in pursuing          
the possibility of a mutually beneficial Profitable Partnership. If they say “Yes” then refer              
them to the above white paper, let them know it will take them 15 minutes to read it and                   
then ask them for an appointment on when they will be done reading it and could take a                  
few   minutes   to   discuss   what   they   have   read. 
 
Step   3:   UNDERSTAND 
Most people approach life in the order of SEE - UNDERSTAND and DO which explains               
why so little DOing gets done. Why, when we think we understand something we often               
don’t feel we can do it, it’s worth doing, that the benefits would outweigh the costs . . .                   
and   the   list   goes   on   and   on   and   on.  
 

The “Truth” (5th “T” in Stewardship) is that we truly can never understand until we DO.                
A surface level of understanding is probably one of the greatest reasons for             
procrastination   on   the   planet.  
 

Who are the three people I will ask if they are interested in considering a Profitable                
Partnership? 
 

_______________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________ 
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3.   Write   A   White   Paper 
 

You might say as Tom Kunz said a few years back, “Are you kidding . . . I don’t even                    
write a good memo I could never write a book.” A few months later he was an author of                   
an amazing book that is now going all around the world. The book is titled “Community                
/ Business Partnerships” and has birthed an entire movement for Business / Community             
Partnerships.  

www.TheVisionProject.net/CBPbook.htm 
 
It’s actually much easier to write a white paper and if that white paper takes off, just like this one                    
has,   then   before   you   know   it   you   could   be   an   international   speaker   and   author. 
 
Why   will   writing   a   white   paper   give   you   additional   bandwidth?  
That is a great question! The reason writing        
a white paper is so powerful is that it forces          
us to condense our thoughts and      
communicate them in the simplest of terms to        
where others can understand what we are       
sharing. 
 
The Truth (5th T) is that it forces us to develop           
our brains in a way that very few people do in that            
it literally causes the neurons in our brain to         
connect in a different way . . . a way that causes            
us to think faster and with greater clarity. Whatever topic we are writing on, we learn how to                  
condense 100% of our thoughts in that area, down into something simple which then can be                
shared   with   others.  
 
Yes . . . even if no one ever reads your white paper, the benefits to writing it will give you the                      
ability to increase your bandwidth, the way you think, will change and you will accomplish far                
more   than   you   ever   dreamed   possible.  
 
Who knows . . . maybe you’ll even be like Tom Kunz. Tom helped Easter Seals raise over 100                   
million dollars. The Community / Business Partnership book now has turned into            
www.Mastermind-Seminars.org which is raising money for great causes all around the world            
WHILE also generating a lot of new sales / profits for those businesses who are involved in that                  
amazing   project.  
 
Billions of dollars will be raised as a result of Tom . . . now that is some amazing bandwidth all                     
due to what Tom shares as “Trusting the integrity of the system.” If you would like to become a                   
part of Tom’s vision to raise billions of dollars for great causes all around the world while growing                  
your   business   check   out   .   .   .    www.Mastermind-Partnerships.org  
 
If you could write a white paper on something you are very passionate about, what topic, cause,                 
or   thought   would   you   write   about? 
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4.   Speak   To   Groups 
 

It’s pretty amazing actually what comes after writing a white paper. Many people             
discover that the white paper just did not have the room to communicate everything they               
were   passionate   about   .   .   .   so   .   .   .   what   do   you   do   then?  
 
Write   a   book! 
 

Before you write the book though it’s best to get out and talk to groups               
about your white paper. As you speak to groups you start to meet             
some of the most interesting people and they will start to share their             
thoughts, experiences and insights with you which will refine and          
enrich   your   thoughts   and   insights   even   further.  
 
The refined thoughts and insights will give you additional bandwidth in addition to all the               
people you will be sharing your thoughts with. How much money do you earn a year                
now? $____________ How much would you LOVE to earn? What would be your             
WOW   income   goal?      $___________      Write   it   down   before   you   go   any   further! 
 
Do you believe that you are earning the money you are now due to the number of                 
people you now connect with on a regular basis? Do you think that if you  double the                 
number of people you are connecting with, masterminding with, bringing value to that             
your  income might very well  double ? Was the number you wrote down twice as much,               
or   more,   than   what   you   are   earning   now?  
 
Speaking is one of the fastest ways to double , or really increase it by 100 times, the                 
number of people you know very quickly. You may think . . . “I don’t think people will be                   
interested in what I have to say” or, “I don’t like to get up in front of people” or, “I don’t                     
have   enough   time   to   do   this,”      or   any   other   number   of   possible   excuses.  
 
The 5th “T” Truth is . . . “If you find something you’re passionate about, trust the integrity                  
of the system, partner up with three other people, and write a white paper.” you will be                 
fine   with   this   and   it   will   be   a   lot   easier   than   you   think.  
 
Would you like a tip on what to speak about or to write a white paper on? Actually . . .                     
“What would you say if we told you that you could actually rewrite this white paper with                 
three other individuals and then use everything that you learn from this white paper to               
give   you   a   jump   start?”      Would   that   make   it   easier   for   you? 
 
In “Pay It Forward” / leaving a legacy, we learn that by giving what we have to others,                  
with an open hand, so to speak, kind of like emptying the bowl in life of what we have to                    
others . . . we find that life seems to give us a much larger bowl. If you only were to                     
change 1% of what was in this white paper that 1% could be of more value to someone                  
than   the   other   99%.  
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5.   Take   Less   Time 
 

Look at the little / small things, like something as simple as the number of words we use                  
to communicate our thoughts. If we said something in 50 words, can we get it down to                 
25   or   even   better   yet   10,   5   or   even   1   word.  
 
This will be hard initially and may seem like it’s not worth all the work . . . but . . .                      
remember to “Trust the integrity of the system!” and remember the goal of having extra               
free   time. 
 
If we’re an employee or a professional who gets paid by the hour we really do not have                  
the natural motivation to look at everything we do and work to figure out how we can do                  
it faster. If we do, and we’re an employee, then we just will be given more work :-) and if                    
we get paid hourly and figure out how to do something in less time, wouldn’t that mean                 
we’ll   earn   less?  
 
Straight commission sales professionals,    
business owners and entrepreneurs are the      
ones that get directly rewarded when we learn        
to do something in less time. We either work         
less   hours   or   we   earn   a   lot   more   money.  
 
If we apply the Natural Law, The 80/20        
Principle we know that 80% of our results will         
come from 20% of our efforts . . . so . . . if we               
can figure out what 20% that is we will then be           
able focus on that 20% and cut down the         
amount   of   time   we’re   investing   into   tasks. 
         -    www.TheVisionProject.net/3f1820.htm 

  
Many individuals have heard of the 80/20       
Principle but most do not know about the “Dark         
Side” of the 80/20. The dark side is that the          
bottom 20% of our productivity actually      
consumes the top 20% productivity and we’re       
stuck   with   the   middle   60%   of   mediocrity.  
 
Save a few minutes throughout the day and we         
will   increase   our   bandwidth. 
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6.   Good   To   Great   -   Jim   Collins 

                     .   .   .   Disciplined   People 
The ability and discipline to quickly connect with people in their           
personality, in the way they like to be connected with, their           
frequency   and   make   a   difference   in   each   others’   lives.  

                                             .   .   .   Disciplined   Thinkers 
The ability to quickly think about different ways of thinking, other           
than our own. The ability and discipline to quickly determine why others think in a very                
different way than us. The ability to think as other personality styles think and quickly               
determine which way of thinking is the most effective to accomplished the desired             
results.  

                                                                     .   .   .   Disciplined   In   Taking   Action 
The ability to quickly take action on our thoughts. The discipline to learn the Natural               
Laws at a very deep level and be able to quickly connect a Natural Law and all that is                   
connected   to   that   natural   law   into   taking   action   quickly.  
 
A great example of the above would be the application          
of the 5 Time Management Freedom Fighters. When we         
live a disciplined life, we have far greater bandwidth.         
Being disciplined in every area of life provides great         
benefit   /   bandwidth   in   every   other   area   of   life. 
 
When we understand the 5 Time Management Freedom        
Fighters at a deep level, and are disciplined in how we           
think to best use them, that type of thinking produces          
unlimited bandwidth. We realize that “Whatever the       
MIND can CONCEIVE and BELIEVE it can ACHIEVE.        
Most, if not all, of what needs to be done can be done by              
one of the Freedom Fighters and when we learn the best           
ways to use each of the five we will see far greater            
success. 
 
Discipline in taking action is probably the area where most people struggle. Just like              
with a farmer where all of the harvest comes in the last 3% of the work the same thing is                    
true with “Taking Action” and following through to completion. If we don’t finish the job               
we do not get the financial or time return which gives us additional resources, i.e.               
produces   the   ability   to   produce   greater   bandwidth.  
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7.   Kill   Stuff   Fast 
 

Have you ever noticed that it can take some people three hours to get to a job that                  
takes 15 minutes to complete? If we combine the last six principles / steps with the                
ability to “Kill Things Fast” we supercharge our bandwidth. This is extremely            
challenging   to   communicate   in   a   few   paragraphs.  
 
If . . . through Natural Laws we learn to have the ability to combine “chunks of                 
knowledge, experience and wisdom” into small segments, golden nuggets of actionable           
tasks we are able to quickly SEE opportunities, UNDERSTAND the value of taking quick              
actions and will understand the best and fastest way to take those action, to where we                
can   DO   very   quickly   that   gives   us   massive   bandwidth.  
 
This is scary for most people as we often tend to think through things far too much. We                  
believe that an idea can become better if we think it through more. Actually the idea is                 
inherently good or bad regardless of how much we think about it. The thinking often is                
invested into determining if the idea is good or bad when in fact that is the wrong                 
application of our thinking energy. If we waste energy thinking if something is good or               
bad   and   we   lose   valuable   energy   we   reduce   our   bandwidth   rather   than   increase   it. 

 
The right side of our brain, the intuitive        
or creative side, is 60,000 times more       
powerful than the left side, the linear or        
analytic side of the our brain. The right        
side should be used for vision, really big        

goals and very complex situations /      
challenges. Once the right side has set the        
vision then the left side should click into        
gear and figure out how to get something        
done   NOT   IF   something   should   be   done.  
 

Take the right actions faster and produce       
more   resources   for   greater   bandwidth. 
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8.   Natural   Laws   -   3   for   1   Principle   +   9   Additional   Videos 
 

In this white paper we have covered many Natural Laws. Each Natural Law helps us to                
gain freedom, additional time and resources. The 3 for 1 Principle helps us to learn how                
to   gain   3   hours   back   for   every   1   hour   we   invest   into   something.  
 
Most people say “That’s impossible!” and for them, right now, it is. The 5 Time               
Management Freedom Fighters are just one of the many Natural Laws which give us              
the   ability   to   leverage   our   time   and   all   five   T’s   which   we   learned   about   in   Lesson   1.  
 

 
 
Most of the 10 videos, the Natural Laws are fairly intuitive, which is why people often will                 
say to themselves, after viewing them one time “Oh, I get that.” when in fact they get it                  
from a “head” or surface knowledge perspective. Surface knowledge is dangerous as            
we   think   we   know   something,   when   in   fact   we   really   don’t.  
 
Knowing something at a deep level is revealed when we consistently do something day              
in   and   day   out   and   those   efforts   produce   a   greater   yield   than   the   effort   that   we   put   in. 
 
To increase our bandwidth, we need to have the 10 Natural Laws / videos go through all                 
five H’s To Success - HOPE - Head - Heart - Hands and HELPing others. We know that                  
we   have   learned   each   of   these   Natural   Laws   at   the   deep   level   when   we: 
            HOPE   - Have   connected   them   to   our   Life   Vision. 
            Head   - Have   the   knowledge   of   each   one   and   how   to   apply   it   consistently.  
            Heart   - Have   connected   it   to   all   our   passions   and   living   it   daily. 
            Hands   - Are   following   through   daily   in   taking   action. 
            HELP   - Helping   others   around   us   to   apply   all   the   Natural   Laws   as   well.      The   5th   “H” 

is   actually   where   deep   learning   comes   in   as   we   see   how   others   take   a 
Natural   Law   and   make   it   work   for   their   lives. 
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9.   Life   Vision 
 

NASA, in their pursuit of space travel, has brought a large lists of benefits to mankind . .                  
.  
-  Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs) - Infrared Ear Thermometers - Artificial Limbs -            
Anti-Icing Systems - Improved Radial Tires - Chemical Detection - Video           
Enhancing and Analysis Systems - Land Mine Removal - Firefighter Gear -            
Enriched   Baby   Food   -   Food   Safety   Systems   -  
 
How did they develop all these amazing things which help us on a daily basis? They                
had to travel to outer space and in that dimension there are a whole new set of                 
challenges and laws. To achieve space travel, NASA was forced into the discovery of              
new   ways   to   think   and   perform.      Necessity   is   truly   the   “Mother   Of   Invention.”  
 

You may be asking “What does all this have to do with Life Vision?”              
The larger our life vision the more risks we will need to take, the              
more we will need to push ourselves, the more we will need to think              
in   a   very   different   way   than   others   think.  
 
The discovery of our life vision provides additional bandwidth to us           
from a number of different fronts. Each of these things provide           
greater   bandwidth   and   combined   together   our   bandwidth   is   unlimited. 
 

-   See   things   that   others   often   do   not 
-   Better   Focus  
-   Greater   clarity   of   all   that   we   see 
-   More   disciplined   in   how   we   function   on   a   daily   basis 
-   Ability   to   combine   things   in   a   very   different   way   than   most   people  
- Increased discipline in following through on those things that are required to see              
success 
 
To discover our very own life vision there is a simple / easy exercise that we can go                  
through.       www.TheVisionProject.net/DiscoverMyOwnLifeVision.htm 
               1.   Draw   a   circle   and   list   around   the   circle   everything   we   are   passionate   about. 
               2.   At   the   center   of   all   our   passions   we   discover   our   life   vision. 
               3.   Connect   our   daily   activities   into   our   life   vision. 
 
There are things our lives which seem to be important at the time . . . but really are not.                    
There are other things which don’t seem important at the time . . . but really are. Having                  
a written life vision, based on all those things we are passionate about, will help us to                 
more quickly and more clearly discern to do those great things and not be settled with                
the   good   things. 
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10.   Close   Loops   quickly 
 

This one is most interesting . . . Have you ever worked on a project all day, have it 90%                    
finished   at   the   end   of   the   day   and   came   back   in   the   morning   and   it   was   60%   done?  
 
Based on different university studies the time costs for any type of interruption is 20               
minutes lost productivity. Even a 1 minute “Hi, how are you today?” can cost you 20                
minutes   of   lost   productivity.  
 
It is said that Albert Einstein had ten suits that were exactly the same.              
Why? He did not want to waste his mental bandwidth on the little             
things in life. Hmmmm, maybe the greatest minds in the world,           
actually are not all that much more powerful than your mind and mine,             
but   they   are   just   better   stewards   of   what   they   have   been   given. 
 
Closing loops quickly is really about “finishing” things quickly and          
completely. We can always come back and “upgrade” what we have done but leaving              
open loops actually will cost us valuable time and energy. The toughest part in this is                
that   we   are   not   even   aware   of   those   costs.  
 
Unfinished tasks not only delay producing the results i.e. more energy, time and             
resources but actually continue to consume energy at a subconscious level. If . . . we                
believe that the mind was created to help us achieve our full potential and . . . that full                   
potential is largely achieved by how we think . . . then it would stand to reason that we                   
do not want ANY open loops as it takes up valuable energy in the most creative part,                 
the   right   side   of   our   brain. 
 
The faster we close loops, finish the things off, the faster we gain the return of energy                 
and time from those efforts, which increases our bandwidth AND the less future             
bandwidth   we   will   be   wasting   on   a   subconscious   level. 
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11.   Systems 
 

Some of the most effective ways to increase bandwidth are also the easiest. The              
following tips will help us in the small things each and every day. Fix the small things                 
and   the   big   things   will   often   fall   into   place. 

                     .   .   .   Time   blocking 
The simple task of time blocking or “planning out our day” will give us additional               
bandwidth. Ideally, we will do the same type of work daily so our brains will become                
conditioned to function in a more effective manner. This doesn’t have to be boring as               
we   can   even   time   block   creativity   time. 

                                          .   .   .   Work   order   system 
A system to get our work done will help us to get more work done, in less time and with                    
less effort. As we help install systems for those around us, others will have more               
bandwidth and as those around us have more bandwidth that will translate into more              
capability   for   us   too. 

                                                                  .   .   .   SOP   -   Standard   Operating   System 
Anything that we will be doing more than once should be in a system. A SOP will help                  
us to get more work done, in less time, with less energy and will produce higher quality                 
work. 
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The follow through subsystems are all a part of what a business calls a BOS - Business                 
Operating System. If we have a BOS in our business / life we can increase our                
bandwidth   a   thousand   times.       www.TheVisionProject.net/Simple_PP.htm 

                     .   .   .   DNA    for    PEOPLE 
When we have a system for understanding and working with people           
we will spend far less time figuring people out and what to do and              
spending more time doing.    
www.TheVisionProject.net/People_1.html 

                                          .   .   .   DNA    for    BUSINESS 
Use The 5/30 Grid and have a map to double your sales in record              
time. 

www.TheVisionProject.net/Process_3.html 

                                                                  .   .   .   DNA    for    LIFE 
Learn   and   apply   Natural   Laws   and   gain   the   wisdom   of   the   ages. 

www.TheVisionProject.net/CareerSuccess.htm 
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12.   Group   knowledge   base   together  
 
A great example of this is our phone        
number. 123.444.5656 is a sorting of nine       
numbers into groups which makes it far       
easier   for   us   to   remember.  
 
Another great example of    
this is the DNA for     
PEOPLE. When we learn    
how to group a massive     
amount of information about the various      
personality types it helps us to increase our        
bandwidth immensely. Our brains are able to       
function, in a way, faster than the speed of         
light. 
 
When we group the five     
areas of business   
together and the six    
levels of proficiency in    
each of the five areas we are able to precisely          
do the work that is best done, in the best          
order, in the best way, our bandwidth will        
expand   at   a   rate   we   never   dreamed   possible.  
 
Individuals then are able to take on more        
specialized responsibilities which creates    
further   successes   and   greater   bandwidth.  

 
Natural Laws integrated with the DNA of PEOPLE & BUSINESS will give            
us the ability to produce more leads and better leads, convert more leads             
into   sales   and   gain   more   referrals   in   a   systematic   fashion. 

.   .   .   Condensed   representation   of   knowledge   into   segments 
 

The Simple To Complex To Simple Principle is the concept          
of continuing to simplify things to where a great deal of           
understanding comes from the minimum amount of words        
spoken. Albert Einstein also said “Make it simple as         
possible,   but   not   any   simpler.”  
 
Group knowledge together. Represent knowledge with      
diagrams and models. Condense the presentation of       
knowledge   into   segments   .   .   .    INCREASE   BANDWIDTH! 
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13.   Learning   From   Many   Types   Of   People   &   Situations 
 

Learning to think like others think is something that very few people really learn how to                
do. Much can be accomplished as a result of studying personalities and learning how              
and   why   the   different   personality   types   think   in   a   different   way.  
 
Learning from different cultures, ages, male / female and from all different demographic             
groups   can   all   increase   our   bandwidth.      The   key   to   doing   this   is   to   think   like   a   toddler.  
 
Toddlers seem to know that they don’t know very much, the don’t argue with you, they                
don’t pretend to know things they don’t, they watch people very closely and then imitate               
those   around   them.      Is   it   any   wonder   why   they   learn   so   much?  
 
If we have the attitude and perspective of a         
toddler, always allow the wonderment of the little        
things in life (like a kid exclaiming “Blue car,         
mommy!”) to excite us. Remain curious like a child         
and always ask questions from everyone      
regardless of age, race, education or experience.       
Be a sponge and learn from anyone, anything at         
any time in any situation and we will increase our          
bandwidth.  
 
Nature is one of the best teachers and when we          
run into a challenge we can’t solve seek to look          
into nature and/or a situation which seems to have         
zero relevance but in reality and the       
strangeous most peculiar way, a solution      
will   be   revealed.  
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14.   BOS   -   Business   Operating   System 
 

DNA    for    PEOPLE 
         .   .   .   DNA    for    BUSINESS 
                           .   .   .   DNA    for    LIFE 
 
A great example of combining / integrating all three of these powerful things into a               
something that creates additional bandwidth is when we look at the Natural Law of The               
Cluster Principle. The Cluster Principle states that it’s not unusual that someone            
making a buying decision will often know between 3 and 9 other people making that               
same   type   of   buying   decision   over   the   next   6   to   12   months.  
 
If we use The 5/30 Grid we will have systems in place for those we are servicing to                  
capture each of those potential referrals and incorporate that into all five areas of the               
grid. We can also leverage our knowledge of Personality Masteries to connect with and              
serve people the way they prefer which will lead to more referrals. More strong leads               
reduce   our   costs,   increase   our   results,   and   produce   greater   overall   bandwidth. 
 

 
 

www.TheVisionProject.net/VA_BOS.htm 
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15.   Apply   Thomas   Jefferson   Education   Knowledge 
 
Unlimited Bandwidth, the ability to accomplish unlimited potential for us and those            
around us, is often just one “simple” solution away. Check out the list below for some                
very   interesting   insights   as   to   how   to   see   greater   success   and   get   more   bandwidth.  
 

The book considers the educational model we are currently living with and clearly lays              
out why the current model is struggling with the current world in which we live. Check                
off,   which   of   the   following   skills   you   learned   in   your   formal   education.  
 

Taking these ten things and mastering each one of them is a key to success on                
Unlimited Bandwidth. Take the previous 14 points and fully integrate the following ten             
items   and   your   life   will   be   changed. 
 

www.TheVisionProject.net/LMI.htm 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
The following list comes from the Harvard School of Law,          
and includes the ten things deemed necessary for        
success   in   the   job   market   of   the   twenty-first   century. 
 

The   Ability   To   .   .   . 
[         ]   -   1.   Define   problems   without   a   guide. 
[ ] - 2. Ask hard questions which challenge prevailing          
assumptions. 
[         ]   -   3.   Quickly   assimilate   needed   data   from   masses   of   irrelevant   information. 
[         ]   -   4.   Work   in   teams   without   guidance. 
[         ]   -   5.   Work   absolutely   alone. 
[         ]   -   6.   Persuade   others   that   your   course   is   the   right   one. 
[         ]   -   7.   Conceptualize   and   recognize   information   into   new   patterns. 
[         ]   -   8.   Discuss   ideas   with   an   eye   toward   application. 
[         ]   -   9   &   10.   To   think   inductively,   deductively,   and   dialectically. 
 Summarized   by   John   Taylor   Gatto 
 

Imagine . . . what could happen in your community if you were to take all that you                  
learned in this white paper and apply it throughout every school in your             
community. What would your community be like? Would reaching and bringing           
value to everyone in your community increase your bandwidth? Would you like            
help in doing this? Connect with the individual who passed this white paper             
along to you or you can call toll free 888.230.2300 inside the US or outside the                
US   call   630.393.9909.  
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Pay   It    Forward    White   Papers 
 
Core   Concept   -   Building   on   the   knowledge   base   of   others   .   .   . 
Next generational knowledge . . . Any group of four individuals actively involved with              
www.TheVisionProject.net i.e. Legacy Network, Mastermind Partnerships, Profitable       
Partnerships professionals may take anyone of these white papers, specific to this topic             
and and rewrite, it any way they wish, as long as it adheres to the overall values of for                   
the   network   and   follows   the   “Pay   It   Forward   White   Paper”   format. 
 
The four individuals involved in the original white paper, where the white paper was              
originally created, will be recognized for their efforts at the end of your new white paper.                
All copyrights for all white papers and everything contained within the white papers will              
be   held   through   Life   Masteries   Institute   and   The   Vision   Project. 
 
The accumulation of combined knowledge will create a worldwide effort which we            
believe will touch all seven plus billion people on this planet . . . fulfilling the Vision for                  
the    www.TheVisionProject.net .  
 
The Vision Project network will seek to track all those who have been affected as a                
result of all the iterations, the variations of this white paper, as each group of four, add                 
their own unique knowledge, experience, perspective and insights into the ongoing           
generations   of   what   will   be   shared   throughout   the   world.  
 
We can accomplish far more together than we ever could on our own. Applied to this                
type of white paper a new version of the white paper may only have a 1% change. That                  
1%   change   could   make   all   the   difference   in   the   world. 
 
As you read this white paper did you see something you thought could have been better                
shared? Do you believe you have a story that really drives home the point in the white                 
paper. Would you like to use this white paper to enrich those in your network as well as                  
expanding   your   world. 
 
Step   1: Join The Vision Project network -      

http://www.thevisionproject.net/Survey_TVP_Join.htm 
 
Step   2: Connect with 3 other individuals and brainstorm about how you would modify            

/   enhance   this   white   paper. 
 
Step   3: Inform   you   lead   mentor   of   your   team.      They   will   get   everything   set   up   for   you. 
 

Questions   .   .   .   888.230.2300      Outside   the   US   .   .   .   630.393.9909 
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About   The   Authors 
We trust you have benefited from our mutual mindshare in this           
whitepaper. Please pass along the link to others so they can benefit            
as you have. Based on the following information please feel free to            
call anyone of us for a complimentary 30 minute interview / strategy            
session   to   see   if   or   how   we   might   be   able   to   assist   you. 

 
Bruce   Brankle  
My   Ideal   Lead:    Business   owner  
What   I   do   .   .   .     Implement   innovative   marketing   solutions 
How   I   help   people    -    We   assist   businesses   better   connect   and 
communicate   their   value   within   the   community. 
Contact   Info:       219-850-1160   -    bbrankle@visionps.com 
 
Dee   Mcconnell  
My   Ideal   Lead:     Individual   seeking   to   improve   their   health. 
What   I   do   .   .   .    Health   and   wellness  
How   I   help   people    -    Assist   individuals   become   healthy 
through   innovative   techniques 
Contact   Info:       312-927-0575   -    dlmc2003@yahoo.com 
 
David   Gallacher 
My   Ideal   Lead:     Business   Owners   &   Leaders 
What   I   do   .   .   .     Build   systems   to   create   freedom 
How   I   help   people    -    Support   businesses   in   discovering   their 
hidden   potential   and   create   a   connection   to   solution 
providers.  
Contact   Info:    732-868-0337      -    dgallacher4@hotmail.com 
 
Jerry   Hays 
My   Ideal   Lead:     Business   and   Community   Leaders 
What   I   do   .   .   .     Printing,   Promotion   &   Marketing   Company 
How   I   help   people    -    Assist   community   &   business   to   forge 
connections   to   create   WIN   WIN   solutions   for   everyone. 
Contact   Info:       281-376-4781   -    jhays@kwikkopy117.com 
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Case   Study   .   .   .   Tanglewood   Conservatories   -   Profitable   Partnerships 
 
A speaking team from Tanglewood     
Conservatories lead an event from     
Mastermind Seminars, Month 8:    
Creating   Profitable   Partnerships.  

 
Have you ever attended an event, a workshop and/or seminar, become motivated,            
inspired . . . and then never followed through? This event is a part of Action Workshops                 
and is designed, architected and engineered to assist individuals, team and groups of             
people Take Action! Tanglewood shared stories of successful partnerships from Anne           
Wayman with  www.WritingWithVision.com and ActionVision coaching network       
www.DNAforSuccess.com    along   with   many   others. 
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